Music Resources

**BIOGRAPHICAL RESOURCES**

*Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians*  
ML105 B16 2001 REF

*Baker’s Biographical Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Classical Musicians*  
ML105 S612 1997 REF

*Biographical Dictionary of Afro-American and African Musicians*  
ML105 S67 1982 REF

*Biographical Dictionary of Jazz*  
ML102 J3 F39 1999 REF

*Blue’s Who’s Who*  
ML102 B6 H3 1981 REF

*A Dictionary of 20th Century Composers*  
ML118 T5 1973 REF

*Harvard Biographical Dictionary of Music*  
ML105 H38 1996 REF

*International Dictionary of Black Composers*  
ML105 I5 1999 REF

*Latin American Classical Composers: A Biographical Dictionary*  
ML105 F53 1996 REF

*Women Composers, Conductors, and Musicians of the 20th Century*  
ML82 L46 REF

**ELECTRONIC RESOURCES**

*Academic Search Premier*

*Biography Resource Center*

*Dissertation Abstracts International*

*ERIC (Education)*

*JSTOR*

*Reference Universe*

**PERIODICAL INDEXES**

*The Music Index*  
Index Table 7A

*Humanities Index*  
Index Table 1A

(Previous titles: *International Index* and *Social Sciences and Humanities Index*)
SONG COMPENDIUMS, DICTIONARIES, AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Baker’s Dictionary of Music
ML100 S635 1997 REF

Baker’s Dictionary of Opera
ML102 06 B26 2000 REF

ML128 P63 J37 2002 REF

The Comprehensive Country Music Encyclopedia
ML102 C7 C6 1994 REF

Dictionary of American Pop/Rock
ML102 P66 S5 1982 REF

Encyclopedia of Popular Music
ML102 P66 G84 1998 REF

ML128 S3 L5 REF

Heritage Encyclopedia of Band Music: Composers and Their Music
ML102.B35 R4 1991 REF

The New Grove Dictionary of American Music
ML101 U6 N48 1986 REF

The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz
ML102 J3 N48 2002 REF

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians
ML100 N48 2001 REF

The New Harvard Dictionary of Music
ML100 N485 1986 REF

The New Oxford Dictionary of Music
ML100 K35 1994 REF

Show Tunes: Songs, Shows, and Careers of Broadway’s Major Composers
ML128 M78 S86 2000 REF

Tin Pan Alley Song Encyclopedia
ML102 P66 H57 2002 REF

SHEET MUSIC

Confederate Music
ML3551 .H3

Piano Music of Louis Moreau Gottschalk
M22 .G687 J2

Popular Songs of Nineteenth-Century America
ML1629 .P735

Stephen Foster Song Book
ML1620 .F735 J15

JOURNALS – A SELECTED LIST

American Music Teacher
ML1 A5

American Musicological Society Journal
ML27 U5 A83363

Journal of Research in Music Education
ML1 J6

Music Review
ML5 M657